We consider the angular distribution of the diffracted intensity, I(q), for systems of disordered onedimensional double-spaced islands with domain boundaries. Although I(q) is directly determined by the spatial pair correlations, it is often naturally reexpressed in terms of island size and separation distributions. We analyze the effect on I(q) of various approximate specifications of the island statistics. In particular, we highlight the approximations implicit in Guinier (-type) formulations, and provide a new very accurate approximation. Motivated by the scarcity of analysis for kinetically limited island growth (often seen in chemisorption), we consider such an irreversible cooperative filling model for which exact results are available for the (highly nontrivial) island statistics [and thus for I(q)]. We find that the (exact) integral-order beam intensity effectively disappears at saturation (where neighboring islands are out of phase) due to a propensity for cancellation of (a sum over) spatial pair correlations. This feature is missing not only in island-sizebroadening-model (ISBM) calculations (which neglect the interisland interface), but also in Guinier formations. There is also significant interference at the half-order beams, and again Guinier formulations are inaccurate. Determination of average island size from these beam widths, via the usual ISBM algorithm, results in underestimation by a factor increasing to ∼3 as the coverage increases to saturation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Here we consider the angular distribution of the diffracted intensity (in the single-scattering approximation) for one-dimensional models of surface adsorption systems which can be characterized as arrays of ordered regions of "filled" sites, commensurate with the underlying crystalline lattice. If these regions, which we call islands (or clusters), have superlattice spacing, then translational antiphase boundaries (or domain walls) can occur between islands of different phase. The diffracted intensity can always be determined as the Fourier transform of the (filled site) pair correlation function (in practice, convoluted with the instrument response function). However, for these (partially) ordered systems, it is natural to reexpress the diffracted intensity in terms of the island size and shape distribution, and appropriate correlation functions for island separations.
The simplest treatment, which ignores interference between islands, has been used to provide an important algorithm for determination of island size and shape distributions from the diffracted intensity.
If the island separation is larger than (and Before describing more sophisticated approximations to these formulas, we first indicate some simple "randomisland-distribution" approximations. ' One such example is to specify that P, , is independent of 1 (in the allowed range) and thus equal to its asymptotic i~op value of DP, P, . Alternatively, one could set R, ', equal to DP, P, for allowed 1. The interference terms (which include the fundamental component) can be summed formally for q&0 (and are nonzero) . We shall say more about these types of approximations in the Appendix.
Next we discuss the commonly used Guinier approximation, which, when applied to (2.5), assumes that the statistical average of the product e 'q'e (s)e*(s') factorizes (corresponding to independence of island size and separation). The choice 1 =1 is typically adopted, but we interpret the approximation more generally here and obtain for the interference term, s, "I'"'(q)=2 g P, e(s) g cos(ql)p(l) . Implementation of the Guinier approximation (2.8) typically includes specification of the (average) island pair distribution function p (1) in terms of the corresponding function h(l) for neighboring islands, via a conuolution representation.
Specifically, let the pair distribution P, , be the component of P, ', for neighboring islands, so that h (I) = g.. .P, , is the corresponding component of p (1) and is normalized to unity. If h" is the nth convolution product of h, then one typically invokes the approximate convolution representation p (1) = g", h"(l). This allows the usual simplification of (2.8) via the convolution result that icos(ql)p (1) 
where (Fh )(q) = ate 'q'h(l) . Note that this procedure is not restricted to double-spaced island distributions. As with the Guinier form (2.8) this approximation should be reasonable if the average island separation is much larger than the size. However, even in this regime, the convolution representation makes additional assumptions about the vanishing of three (and higher) cluster correlations (i.e. , factorization of n-cluster distributions as products of (3.1) where (f(s)) = g,] ] f (s)P"so, e.g. , (1) =1 and (s) =s". In fact, for a typical island growth process, we expect s"and the other moments (s") of P"as well as the ratio (s ) /(s ), to increase with 6.
(ii) A uniform filled-site distribution external to an island. Using the corresponding C(l) [ + 2 gt» C (1) is basically a sum over correlations
62 } For low coverages, non-negative intra-island correlations will dominate C(l). In fact, it is precisely these con- for all choices of l, and (Fh )(q) = g e 't'h (1)
where (f(l))~= -gtf(l)h(l). Consequently, the Guinier approximation yields «'),
At saturation, the moments of the neighboring island separation distribution (1" ) The coverage dependence of s"(for various fixed a) is shown in Fig. 1 . Exact results for the pair correlations C(l) can be obtained straightforwardly; these exhibit asymptotic superexponential decay on length scales larger than O(a' ). ' ' Considerably more extensive calculations lead to exact results for the island size distribution P"which exhibits asymptotic geometric (i.e. , exponential) decay, when k&&0, on length scales larger than O(a'i ) (Refs. 14 and 18) (see Fig. 2 ).
The following results for the angular dependence of the scattered intensity are calculated by various methods enumerated below in (roughly) decreasing order of accuracy.
(1) Exact results (E). These follow from a straightforward, exact calculation of the pair correlation, C(l) [ In Fig. 3 , we examine the diminution of the integralorder beam intensity, I(q =0), for (exact) E, and DC results, as the coverage approaches saturation, as well as the corresponding spurious increase in intensity for IB and GC results (the latter being quite close to GL results).
Behavior is shown only for the +=20 choice of rates.
The same features are seen for other o. , but with an increase (decrease) of beam widths, and decrease (increase) of peak heights, as a is decreased (increased). Note the ef fectiue disappearance of I(q=0) at saturation for (exact) E results, and how the DC results overshoot this diminution (producing a spurious small negative intensity, as discussed in Sec. III). In Fig. 4 Next we analyze, in more detail, results for the superlattice beam intensity profile. As one might expect, there is no beam splitting here since the cluster size distribution is "close to" geometric (the island size distribution must be peaked, reflecting a nonunity preferred size, for splitting). ' In Fig. 5 , we have shown (exact) E, GL, and IB results for this beam profile, for the o. =20 rate choice, and a range of coverages (IB and GC results effectively coincide here). The same features are seen for other u, but with anticipated changes in beam width and height (see below). We immediately notice dramatic differences in profile shapes, particularly in the peak height, and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) . Note that
FWHM(IB) (FWHM(GL) & FWHM(E).
Experimentally, the average island dimensions are often Since the integral-order beam intensity I(q=O) is again as a sum over spatial pair correlations C(I), propensity for cancellation of these for "adjacent" I should again result in diminution of I(q=O). 2' Such cancellation is expected near saturation [where adjacent C(2X2) regions must be out of phase) from arguments analogous to those for one dimension. The C(1) from two-dimensional computer simulations of the formation of C(2 X 2) islands via irreversible cooperative filling (with NN blocking and enhanced "growth" rates for occupied next-nearest neighbors) display this feature (see Table II 1=(lz, l, ) where lI, (l, ) denotes the horizontal (verti- cal) separation [and C(l, i') =C(l', I)]. Simulation results are shown for a=20 and 8 =0.2 and saturation (ten trials on a 400 X400 periodic lattice). for odd l (2s+1,
Then substitution into (A5) yields I
